BABY KALAE

A7 D7 G
A7 D7 G D7

G G7 C Cm G/4 E7/4
KALAE YOU ARE AN ANGEL FROM HEAVEN ABOVE
A7/4

HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS YOU'RE MINE
D7/4 G/4 D7/4

MY LITTLE BABY KALAE E U'1 E
G G7 C Cm G/4 E7/4
KALAE YOUR EYES ARE LIKE THE STARS IN THE SKY
A7/4 D7/4 G/G7

TWINKLING LITTLE WORDS OF LOVE TO FORM A LULLABY

C Cm G G7 C Cm G/4
DADDY HAS GONE AWAY MOTHER WILL SPEND THE HOURS
E7/4

WITH YOU
A7/4 D7/8

YOU ARE MINE MY LITTLE BABY KALAE
G G7 C Cm G/4 E7/4
SOMEDAY MAYBE THEY'LL BE A PLAYMATE FOR YOU
A7/4 D7/4

PUT YOUR LOVING ARMS AROUND ME AND LET ME

G/4

HOLD YOU TIGHT
D7/4 G/A G7 (REPEAT FROM DADDY)

MY LITTLE BABY KALAI

Hold----D7 G

After repeat: ending MY LITTLE BABY KALAI